NOTES:
1. MATERIAL:
   PANEL HOUSING: STEEL
   RJ45 MODULES: THERMOPLASTIC RESIN UL94V-0
   PUNCHDOWN BLOCKS: THERMOPLASTIC RESIN UL94V-0
   BEZEL ASSEMBLY: THERMOPLASTIC RESIN UL94H-B
   RETENTION CAP: THERMOPLASTIC RESIN UL94V-0

2. 48 PORT PATCH PANEL B POSITION B WIRE.

3. THE PATCH PANEL IS DESIGNED FOR MOUNTING TO 19" UNIVERSAL RACKS.

4. FOUR (4) 12-24 X 1/2" ROUND HEAD SCREWS ARE PROVIDED FOR FASTENING TO RACKS.

5. DIMENSIONS IN BRACKETS ARE IN METRIC.

6. USE 110 STYLE TERMINATION TOOL FOR PUNCHDOWN.

7. RETENTION CAPS (ONE PER CONNECTOR) PROVIDED FOR SNAP-IN ON TERMINATED CONNECTORS.

CID**-C, PHONE OR DATA ICON LOCATED HERE, IDENTIFIES INDIVIDUAL PORT. OPTIONAL, NOT SUPPLIED.